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Foreword

Federal courts are sometimes called upon to make decisions on issues that 
cannot be resolved fully without the determination of questions of state 
constitutional, common, or statutory law.  This task is straightforward when the 
rule of decision has been articulated by that state’s highest court.  But often there is 
no authoritative state court decision clearly on point. 

In 1986, New York joined a growing number of states that allowed questions 
of state law arising in cases pending in another jurisdiction to be certified to the 
state’s highest court for resolution.  The New York Court of Appeals is authorized, 
but not required, to consider and decide questions of New York state law certified 
by certain other courts.

Twenty years have passed since the certification procedure was adopted, and 
its results have met with enthusiastic approval.  Some practitioners, however, 
remain unaware of how the procedure operates and when it may be invoked.  For 
example, not all practitioners are aware that state law questions in cases reaching 
the U.S. Supreme Court or federal courts of appeal by way of 28 U.S.C. §1292(b) 
or Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b) may be certified, so that such questions 
may be decided by the New York Court of Appeals prior to the time that the entire 
case has reached the stage of judgment in the district court.  This is a revised 
edition of the Practice Handbook, which was developed by the Advisory Group to 
the New York State and Federal Judicial Council and originally published in 2000, 
to provide readily accessible guidance to attorneys litigating within the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit faced with the possibility that their 
clients may wish, or other parties may ask, the federal court to refer state law 
issues to the New York Court of Appeals for determination, or that the Second 
Circuit may certify state law questions sua sponte.

We wish to thank Stuart Cohen, Clerk of the New York Court of Appeals, 
and his staff, and Roseann B. MacKechnie, Clerk of the Second Circuit Court of 
Appeals, and her staff, for their kind assistance in the preparation of this 
Handbook.

We also wish to thank Counsel Press for generously agreeing to print the 
original Handbook free of charge, and now again printing this Second Edition free 
of charge, for the benefit of the Courts and practitioners. 
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Background

New York, like the vast majority of states, has adopted a procedure by which 
courts from outside the state court system may seek from the New York Court of 
Appeals the answers to New York state law questions at issue in litigation before 
them. This development was made possible by a 1985 amendment to the New 
York State Constitution1 and subsequent adoption of a rule of practice by the Court 
of Appeals, which became effective on January 1, 1986.  That rule was 
renumbered and slightly revised, effective September 1, 2005.

Under the Constitution and §500.27(a) of the New York Court of Appeals 
Rules of Practice, the Court of Appeals will consider questions certified by the 
highest court of another state, a federal circuit court of appeals, or the United 
States Supreme Court.  New York is thus unlike most other jurisdictions that will 
accept questions certified by United States district courts,2 and unlike some 
jurisdictions that will accept questions certified by any federal court.3  

  
1 New York State Constitution Article 6, §3(b)(9) provides:

The court of appeals shall adopt and from time to time may amend a 
rule to permit the court to answer questions of New York law certified 
to it by the Supreme Court of the United States, a court of appeals of 
the United States or an appellate court of last resort of another state, 
which may be determinative of the cause then pending in the 
certifying court and which in the opinion of the certifying court are 
not controlled by precedent in the decisions of the courts of New 
York.

2 Forty-eight states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico allow 
certification from the U.S. Supreme Court and any U.S. court of appeals.  In 
36 of these jurisdictions, any U.S. district court may certify questions, as 
well.  Indeed, as a general matter, outside New York, “more questions are 
answered from district courts than circuit courts.”  Jona Goldschmidt,   
Certification of Questions of Law:  Federalism in Practice, published by the 
American Judicature Society (1995), at 34.

3 Seventeen jurisdictions permit certifications from any federal court, and thus 
will accept questions certified by, for example, bankruptcy courts and the 
U.S. Court of Claims.
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Between 1986, the first year that certification was possible, and the end of 
2005, the Court of Appeals received 71 certifications and issued a prompt response 
in every instance, accepting 66 of the certifications.4 All but two of those, a 
question certified by the Eleventh Circuit that the Court of Appeals answered in 
1999, and a question certified by the Third Circuit that the Court of Appeals 
answered in 2003, were sent by the Second Circuit.  The number of certifications 
has ranged from a low of 1 in 1986 to a high of 10 in 1998.  Over the last five 
years, the Court of Appeals on average has accepted approximately five 
certifications annually.  

  
4 A list of the cases in which certifications were sent to the New York Court 

of Appeals and their subsequent history appears at Appendix A hereto.
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Procedures for Certification in
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals

Section 0.27 of the Second Circuit’s Local Rules Relating to the 
Organization of the Court provides for the certification by that Court to the highest 
court of a state unsettled and significant questions of state law that will control the 
outcome of a federal case.5 Questions of state law may be certified either by the 
Court sua sponte or on request of any party.  

Sua Sponte Certification.  When the certification is made sua sponte, it 
occurs after briefs and appendices have been filed and oral argument has been 
heard on the merits of the appeal.  After the Court certifies questions, it retains 
jurisdiction to entertain a motion to amend or withdraw the questions.  A party may 
file a motion with the Court for such purpose in accordance with FRAP 27(a).  
Such motion will be decided by the panel that certified the questions. 

Certification on Request By a Party.  The Second Circuit also may certify 
questions at the request of any party.  A party may either file a motion requesting 
the Second Circuit to certify questions of state law, or include such a request in its 
appellate brief.

Motions for Certification.  Motions to certify questions of state law 
may be filed with the Clerk of the Court any time after the notice of appeal 
has been filed, pursuant to  §0.27 of the Local Rules Relating to the 
Organization of the Court.  The movant may propose the questions in the 
moving papers.  When a motion to certify questions of state law is filed 
before the briefing of the appeal, the motion should be filed as any other 

  
5 Local Rule 0.27 provides:

Where authorized by state law, this Court may certify to the highest 
court of a state an unsettled and significant question of state law that 
will control the outcome of a case pending before this Court.  Such 
certification may be made by this Court sua sponte or on motion of a 
party filed with the clerk of this Court.  Certification will be in 
accordance with the procedures provided by the state’s legislature or 
highest state court rules, e.g., Conn. Public Act No. 85-111; New 
York Court of Appeals Rule [500.27].  Certification may stay the 
proceedings in this Court pending the state court’s decision whether to 
accept the certification and its decision of the certified question.
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motion.  It is the practice of the motions panel to refer the motion to the 
panel that will hear the merits of the appeal, and the motion then will be 
decided by the latter panel after full briefing and oral argument on the 
merits.  However, if the party wishes the motion to certify to be decided by 
the motions panel in advance of briefing and argument on the merits, it may 
so request (although the motions panel will not necessarily grant the request) 
and should include in its papers a statement alerting the motions panel to the 
reasons why the motion to certify should be heard prior to the full briefing of 
the appeal.  Although oral argument is not required, it is the practice of the 
Second Circuit to grant oral argument on the motion for certification of 
questions if requested, and such motion will be heard on a Tuesday together 
with all other scheduled motions, if the motions panel agrees to hear rather 
than refer the motion.  When the motion to certify questions of state law is 
filed after the briefing of the appeal, it automatically will be referred to the 
panel hearing the merits of the appeal and argument thereon will be 
consolidated with the argument on the merits.  Motions to certify sometimes 
are made after oral argument on the merits of the appeal, in which case they 
are referred to the panel that heard the argument.  Oral argument on a motion 
to certify is never allowed if the motion was not made until after argument 
on the merits.  In all cases, the opposition to a motion to certify must be filed 
as any other motion and any response will be due within the usual time for 
any other motion, unless shortened or extended by the Court.  See FRAP 
27(a)(3).

Stay Pending Decision on Certification.  When certification of 
questions is sought prior to the briefing of the appeal, any party may file a 
separate motion for a stay of the briefing schedule pending the determination 
of the motion for certification.  When making such a stay motion, the 
movant should cross-reference the motion for certification and give any 
other reasons for seeking the stay.  Alternatively, and only if all parties 
agree, for cases subject to the Civil Appeals Management Plan, i.e., civil 
cases in which all parties are represented by counsel, in lieu of filing a 
motion for a stay of the briefing schedule the parties may request an 
extended briefing schedule from staff counsel at the time of the pre-
argument conference,6 stating that the reason an extended schedule is 
requested is that a motion for certification has been, or shortly will be filed.

  
6 See Section 5 of Part C (Civil Appeals Management Plan) of the Second 

Circuit Appendix to the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure.
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Suggestion for Certification in Appeal Brief.  In lieu of filing a 
separate motion for certification as described above, the party seeking 
certification may include in its brief on the merits of the appeal the 
suggestion that questions be certified.

Once Certification is Granted.  If certification is granted, the Second Circuit 
issues an opinion containing the questions it requests the Court of Appeals answer, 
which opinion the Clerk of the Second Circuit sends to the Clerk of the Court of 
Appeals.  The Second Circuit may use questions as submitted by a party, modify or 
restate those questions, or draft the questions itself.  See discussion at pp. 8-9, 
infra, of how questions should be framed to maximize the chance that the Court of 
Appeals will accept them.  The Second Circuit Clerk’s office also will copy the 
entire appellate record, which may include an appendix containing relevant 
portions of the district court record, and send it to the Clerk of the Court of 
Appeals.7 Once the certification opinion is sent to the Court of Appeals, that Court 
decides whether to accept the questions.  See Procedures for Responding to 
Certifications in the New York Court of Appeals, below.  

Settlement Prior to Action by the State Court.  If a civil case is settled 
following certification, but before the Court of Appeals decides the questions, the 
parties should notify the Second Circuit, which will then enter an order dismissing 
the appeal in the Second Circuit and withdrawing the certification to the Court of 
Appeals.

Once Questions Are Answered By the State Court.  When the Court of 
Appeals issues its opinion deciding the questions, it sends the opinion to the 
Second Circuit and the parties.  Prior to its final determination of the appeal, the 
Second Circuit, sua sponte or on request of any party, may request additional 
briefing on the merits in light of the Court of Appeals’ answers.  

  
7 Generally, the entire record is not sent to the Second Circuit, but instead is 

retained in the district court.  In lieu of sending the complete record, the 
district court clerk will provide an index of the record to the Second Circuit.
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State Law Questions 
Before U.S. District Courts 

As noted above, under New York constitutional and state law, the Court of 
Appeals may not consider certified questions directly from United States district 
courts.  Federal procedural law, however, specifically 28 U.S.C. §1292(b) 8 and 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b),9 provide mechanisms whereby state law 
questions before a district court may, in appropriate circumstances, reach a U.S. 
federal appeals court including the U.S. Supreme Court, which may, in turn, 
generate questions certified to the Court of Appeals.

Appeal Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1292.  Under §1292(b), a party may seek an 
interlocutory appeal of a district court order where the movant establishes that the 
challenged order “(1) involves a controlling question of law, (2) about which there

  
8 28 U.S.C. §1292(b) provides:

When a district judge, in making in a civil action an order not 
otherwise appealable under this section, shall be of the opinion that 
such order involves a controlling question of law as to which there is 
substantial ground for difference of opinion and that an immediate 
appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate 
termination of the litigation, he shall so state in writing in such order.  
The Court of Appeals which would have jurisdiction of an appeal of 
such action may thereupon, in its discretion, permit an appeal to be 
taken from such order, if application is made to it within ten days after 
the entry of the order:  Provided, however, That [sic] application for 
an appeal hereunder shall not stay proceedings in the district court 
unless the district judge or the Court of Appeals or a judge thereof 
shall so order.

9 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b) provides:

When more than one claim for relief is presented in an action, whether 
as a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-party claim, or when 
multiple parties are involved, the court may direct the entry of a final 
judgment as to one or more but fewer than all of the claims or parties 
only upon an express determination that there is no just reason for 
delay and upon an express direction for the entry of judgment.  . . .
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is a substantial ground for difference of opinion, and (3) that an immediate appeal 
would materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation.”  Ryan, Beck & 
Co., LLC  v. Fakih, 275 F. Supp. 2d 393, 395 (E.D.N.Y. 2003), citing Nat’l 
Asbestos Workers Medical Fund v. Philip Morris, Inc., 71 F. Supp. 2d 139, 162 
(E.D.N.Y. 1999).  The district court must find and certify to the circuit court that 
these prerequisites are met, and the circuit court may then exercise its discretion to 
review the order subject to the interlocutory appeal.  Once the circuit court accepts 
the interlocutory appeal, questions can be certified in the traditional manner, 
assuming they meet all other requirements.  See, e.g., Landoil Res. Corp. v. 
Alexander & Alexander, 77 N.Y.2d 28 (1990) (answering certified question by the 
Second Circuit considering a §1292(b) appeal).   

Appeal Pursuant to FRCP 54(b).  A final judgment adjudicating fewer than 
all of the claims in an action can also be appealed to the circuit court in specific
circumstances.  Pursuant to FRCP 54(b), where a district court makes a final 
judgment in regard to at least one claim or party, the partial final judgment may be 
appealed to the circuit court while the district court adjudicates the remaining 
issues.  For a judgment to be final under Rule 54(b), “(1) multiple claims or 
multiple parties must be present, (2) at least one claim, or the rights and liabilities 
of at least one party, must be finally decided within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. 
§ 1291, and (3) the district court must make ‘an express determination that there is 
no just reason for delay’ and expressly direct the clerk to enter judgment.”  Ginett 
v. Computer Task Group, Inc. 962 F.2d 1085, 1091 (2d Cir. 1992) (emphasis in 
original).  Given the high standard for entry of judgment under FRCP 54(b), the 
Rule has somewhat limited use in certifying questions to the Court of Appeals.  
However, once a partial final judgment is entered pursuant to FRCP 54(b) and 
appealed, the circuit court may certify questions to the Court of Appeals. See, e.g., 
Baker v. Health Management Systems, Inc., 98 N.Y.2d 80 (2002) (answering 
certified question by the Second Circuit considering a FRCP 54(b) appeal).
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Procedures for Responding to Certifications
in the New York Court of Appeals

The state court side of the certification procedure is governed by §500.27 of 
the Court of Appeals Rules of Practice.10 Section 500.27(a) explains that 
certification to the Court of Appeals is appropriate when “determinative questions 
of New York law are involved . . . for which no controlling precedent of the Court 
of Appeals exists . . . .”  The Court of Appeals’ involvement commences when the 
certification from the certifying court is received by the Clerk of the Court of 
Appeals.  

Certification. The Second Circuit will state the questions to which it seeks 
answers from the Court of Appeals.  The questions should properly be framed to 
satisfy the criteria of N.Y. Const. Art. 6, §3(b)(9) and Rule of Practice §500.27(a).  
In the past, the Court of Appeals has declined to answer some or all of the 
questions certified in a case for the following reasons:

• The question posed “is not likely to be dispositive of the [underlying] 
matter.” Yesil v. Reno, 92 N.Y.2d 455, 457 (1998) (per curiam).

• There had already been a “lengthy delay in adjudication of” the claims, 
especially if the claims require prompt resolution.  See Tunick v. Safir, 94 
N.Y.2d 709, 711 (2000) (per curiam).    In Tunick, a civil rights action, 
the Court of Appeals declined to answer the question certified “in the 
mutual interest of expeditious resolution of the preliminary 
injunction/prior restraint issue.”  Id.

• The action “presents a fact pattern that would most likely not arise in any 
State court proceeding.”  Yesil, 92 N.Y.2d at 457; see also Grabois v. 
Jones, 88 N.Y.2d 254, 255 (1996) (per curiam) (“the likely rarity of any 
recurrence of this issue” mitigates against acceptance).

• The question has a “theoretical quality,” is “[a]bstract” or “overly 
generalized.”  Yesil, 92 N.Y.2d at 457.

  
10 The full text of §500.27 is reproduced at Appendix B hereto.  It became 

effective September 1, 2005, replacing §500.17, with only minor 
modifications to the prior version of the rule.
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• The issue may be “more appropriate for resolution in the first instance by 
the Federal courts.”  Grabois, 88 N.Y.2d at 255.

• Because the parties, being pro se or lacking a real interest in the matter as 
“mere stakeholders,” are not expected by the Court to give much 
assistance in deciding the issue.  See id.

• The parties “did not raise, brief or argue [the] State constitutional issue” 
posed by the circuit court.  Tunick, 94 N.Y.2d at 711.

• Because the question calls for the “application of existing principles of 
law to the facts.”  Liriano v. Hobart Corp., 92 N.Y. 2d 232, 236 (1998) 
(answering one part of a certified question but declining to answer the 
second part of it).

• The questions tendered were answered in a recent New York Supreme 
Court order being reviewed by the Appellate Division and thus “[in] the 
circumstances, it is unquestionably preferable in the resolution of 
significant State law issues to secure the benefit afforded by our normal 
process -- the considered deliberation and writing of our intermediate 
appellate court in a pending litigation.”  Rufino v. United States, 69 
N.Y.2d 310, 312 (1987) (per curiam). 

• Both parties agreed, after certification, how the question should be 
answered.  See Gelb v. Board of Elections, 96 N.Y.2d 748, 749 (2001).

The Court of Appeals also has reframed questions it agreed to answer.  In 
Wildenstein & Co. v. Wallis, 79 N.Y.2d 641 (1992), the Court declined to answer 
pure questions of law divorced from the facts of the particular case, e.g., “Does the 
New York Rule Against Perpetuities apply to preemptive rights and future 
consignment interests in personal property,” id. at 644, and gave only case-specific 
answers, “Wildenstein’s preemptive and exclusive consignment rights . . . are not 
subject to the Rule Against Perpetuities.”  Id. at 651.  See also In re Southeast 
Banking Corp., 93 N.Y.2d 178 (1999) (because the Eleventh Circuit’s question as 
framed did not call for an affirmative or negative response, i.e., “[w]hat, if any, 
language does New York law require . . .,” the Court of Appeals responded by 
adopting a “general framework” for the resolution of the issue).

Supporting or Objecting to Acceptance of Certification.  In deciding whether 
to accept certified questions, the Court of Appeals typically relies only upon what 
it receives from the certifying court.  There is no procedure for making a motion in 
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the Court of Appeals for acceptance or rejection of a certification.  On occasion, 
however, parties have sent letters to the Court arguing why the Court should or 
should not agree to answer the certified questions, and the Court will consider 
these if received before its conference on the certification (see below).

Judges’ Conference.  Once a certification is received, the Office of the Clerk 
of the Court (“Clerk’s Office”) will assign the certification to one of the judges of 
the Court of Appeals as the reporting judge.  The reporting judge prepares a 
memorandum for the other judges, and the certification is then discussed in a 
conference at which the Court will decide whether to accept or reject it.

Requests for Expedited Resolution.  Although the average time from the 
Court of Appeals’ receipt of a request to answer certified questions to its 
determination of whether to accept is only 38 days, and the average time from the 
Court’s decision to accept certified questions to its issuance of an opinion is only 
seven months, one of the concerns parties have expressed about the certification 
procedure is that it adds to the length of time for final resolution of the appeal.  
While certified questions are calendared as expeditiously as possible, a party 
seeking a preference should advise the Court as soon as practical of that need by 
letter to the Clerk of the Court, with proof of service of one copy on each other 
party. The letter should state why a preference is needed, why alternative remedies, 
such as submission without argument, are not appropriate, and opposing counsel's 
position on the request.

Clerk’s Notification to Attorney General’s Office.  Pursuant to §500.27(f) of 
the Court of Appeals Rules of Practice and Executive Law §71, if a certification 
involves the “constitutionality of an act of the Legislature of this state” and neither 
the State nor an agency thereof is a party to the action, the Clerk’s Office will 
notify the Attorney General.  Executive Law §71 states that “the attorney-general 
shall be permitted to appear . . . in support of the constitutionality of such statute.”

If Certification Rejected.  If the Court of Appeals declines to accept the 
certification it will so notify the certifying court and the parties.  The Court may 
explain in its order the reasons why it declined to answer the questions.  See, e.g., 
Tunick v. Safir, 94 N.Y.2d 709 (2000) (per curiam); see also Gelb v. Board of 
Elections, 96 N.Y.2d 748 (2001) (per curiam) (although the Court initially 
accepted the question for review, the parties later agreed on the answer to the 
question and therefore it declined to answer the question for lack of a live 
controversy).
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If Certification Accepted.  If the Court of Appeals agrees to accept the 
certification it will either answer the questions as drafted by the certifying court or, 
on occasion, rewrite the questions after it receives the parties’ briefs.  See, e.g., 
Wildenstein & Co. v. Wallis, 79 N.Y.2d 641 (1992).  The Court of Appeals prefers 
that the certification include the following language, frequently used by the Second 
Circuit, see, e.g., Securities Investor Protection Corp. v. BDO Seidman, LLP, 222 
F.3d 63, 81-82 (2d Cir. 2000):  

Although we certify to the Court of Appeals the questions as framed 
above, we also wish to make clear that we have no desire to restrict 
the Court of Appeals’ consideration of any state law issues it might 
wish to resolve in connection with this appeal.  Therefore, though our 
immediate request is for answers to the questions as framed, we would 
welcome any guidance the Court of Appeals may care to provide with 
respect to any state law issues presented by this appeal.

Once the certification is accepted, the following procedures then are followed:

Notification to Certifying Court and Parties:  The Court of Appeals 
will instruct the Clerk to notify the certifying court that it has accepted the 
certification.  The Court also will instruct the Clerk to advise the parties of 
the schedule for briefing that it has set and to calendar argument on the 
certified questions on notice to the parties.

Briefing.  The parties will submit opening, opposition and reply briefs 
on the certified questions according to the schedule set by the Court of 
Appeals, which will be communicated by the Clerk’s Office.   The order of 
briefing will be set forth in the schedule and will not depend on the parties’ 
status as plaintiff/defendant or appellant/appellee in the federal action. The 
party who supports an affirmative answer to the question usually will be 
directed to file the opening and reply briefs and the party who supports a 
negative answer usually will be directed to file the opposition brief.  The 
caption on these briefs should be the same as the caption in the certifying 
court, with the exception that in the Court of Appeals the “appellee” is 
referred to as the “respondent”.  The same procedures and form 
requirements apply to these papers as apply to appeals from the lower New 
York courts, with the exception that a §500.9 Preliminary Appeal Statement 
is not required for certified questions.

Appendix.  While the rules do not require that an appendix be filed 
with the Court of Appeals, it is the Court’s strong preference that the 
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appellant prepare an appendix for the Court of Appeals, which should 
include all court orders and any documents from the record that are relevant 
to the questions of New York law to be answered.  The Clerk advises the 
appellant of this preference.  If an appendix for the Court of Appeals is not 
going to be prepared, the Court requests the submission of a copy of the 
Second Circuit appendix.

Argument.  It is the practice of the Court of Appeals to grant oral 
argument whenever requested by any party, and this practice applies equally 
to certified questions.  The usual rules for requesting oral argument apply.  
The Clerk will notify the parties of the date of argument and time allotted 
each party.

Decision By Court of Appeals.  Section 500.27(g) provides that “[w]hen a 
determination is rendered by the Court with respect to the questions certified, it 
shall be sent by the clerk of the Court to the certifying court.”   It is the practice of 
the Clerk’s Office to send copies of the Court of Appeals’ decision directly to the 
parties.  The Clerk’s Office then will return to the certifying court that court’s 
record.  See Procedures for Certification in the Second Court of Appeals, supra, for 
discussion of procedure upon receipt of answers.  Although a party may seek 
reconsideration of the Court of Appeals’ answer to certified questions as with other 
decisions of that Court, a party has no right to seek review of the Court of Appeals’ 
decision by the United States Supreme Court. 
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The cases in which certifications were sent to the New York Court of Appeals from 1986, when the 
certification procedure became effective, through 2005, and their subsequent history where available, are 
as follows:

Kidney v. Kolmar Labs., Inc., No. 86-7194 (2d Cir. July 7, 1986); 68 N.Y.2d 343 (1986); 808 
F.2d 955 (2d Cir. 1987).

Rufino v. United States, No. 86-6175 (2d Cir. Jan. 21, 1987); 69 N.Y.2d 310 (1987) (certification 
declined); 829 F.2d 354 (2d Cir. 1987).

Loengard v. Santa Fe Indus., Inc., No. 86-7682 (2d Cir. Jan. 28, 1987); 70 N.Y.2d 262 (1987).

Retail Software Servs., Inc. v. Lashlee, 838 F.2d 661 (2d Cir. 1988); 71 N.Y.2d 788 (1988) 
(certification declined); 854 F.2d 18 (2d Cir. 1988).

Home Ins. Co. v. Am. Home Prods. Corp., 873 F.2d 520 (2d Cir. 1989); 75 N.Y.2d 196 (1990); 
902 F.2d 1111 (2d Cir. 1990).

Alexander & Alexander Servs., Inc. v. Lloyd's Syndicate 317, 902 F.2d 165 (2d Cir. 1990); sub 
nom Landoil Res. Corp. v. Alexander & Alexander Servs., Inc., 77 N.Y.2d 28 (1990); sub nom Alexander 
& Alexander Servs., Inc. v. Lloyd's Syndicate 317, 925 F.2d 44 (2d Cir. 1990).

Banque Worms v. BankAmerica Int'l, No. 90-7106 (2d Cir. May 30, 1990); 77 N.Y.2d 362 
(1991); 928 F.2d 538 (2d Cir. 1991).

Ass'n of Surrogates & Supreme Court Reporters v. State of New York, No. 90-9036 (2d Cir. Mar.
21, 1991); 78 N.Y.2d 143 (1991); 940 F.2d 766 (2d Cir. 1991).

Wildenstein & Co., Inc. v. Wallis, 949 F.2d 632 (2d Cir. 1991); 79 N.Y.2d 641 (1992); 983 F.2d 
1047 (2d Cir. 1992).

Unigard Sec. Ins. Co., Inc. v. N. River Ins. Co., 949 F.2d 630 (2d Cir. 1991); 79 N.Y.2d 576 
(1992); 4 F.3d 1049 (2d Cir. 1993).
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New York State Court of Appeals Rules of Practice 

§500.27 — Discretionary Proceedings to Review Certified Questions 
                   from Federal Courts and Other Courts of Last Resort 
    
(a) Whenever it appears to the Supreme Court of the United States, any United States 

Court of Appeals, or a court of last resort of any other state that determinative 
questions of New York law are involved in a case pending before that court for 
which no controlling precedent of the Court of Appeals exists, the court may 
certify the dispositive questions of law to the Court of Appeals. 

    
(b) The certifying court shall prepare a certificate which shall contain the caption of 

the case, a statement of facts setting forth the nature of the case and the 
circumstances out of which the questions of New York law arise, and the 
questions of New York law, not controlled by precedent, that may be 
determinative, together with a statement as to why the issue should be addressed 
in the Court of Appeals at this time. 

    
(c) The certificate, certified by the clerk of the certifying court under its official seal, 

together with the original or a copy of all relevant portions of the record and other 
papers before the certifying court, as it may direct, shall be filed with the clerk of 
the Court. 

    
(d) The Court, on its own motion, shall examine the merits presented by the certified 

question, to determine, first, whether to accept the certification, and second, the 
review procedure to be followed in determining the merits. 

    
(e) If the certification is accepted, the clerk of the Court shall request any additional 

papers the Court requires for its review. The clerk of the Court shall notify the 
parties of the time periods for filing of briefs, if any, and calendaring of argument, 
if any, directed by the Court.  

    
(f) If the constitutionality of an act of the Legislature of this state is involved in a 

certification to which the State of New York or an agency is not a party, the clerk 
of the Court shall notify the Attorney General in accordance with the provisions 
of Executive Law § 71. 

    
(g) When a determination is rendered by the Court with respect to the questions 

certified, it shall be sent by the clerk of the Court to the certifying court. 
 




